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THE SPECTRUM OF THE GROWTH RATE OF THE TUNNEL NUMBER IS INFINITE
KENNETH L BAKER, TSUYOSHI KOBAYASHI, AND YO’AV RIECK
ABSTRACT. For any ǫ > 0 we construct a hyperbolic knots K ⊂ S3 for which 1− ǫ <
grt (K ) < 1. This shows that the spectrum of the growth rate of the tunnel number is
infinite.
1. INTRODUCTION
By manifold we mean a compact connected orientable 3-manifold (the terms and
notation used in this paper are introduced in the next section). Let K be a knot in a
closed manifoldM . We denote the connected sum of n copies of K by nK . We use E (·)
for knot or link exterior and g (·) for Heegaard genus. In [8] Kobayashi and Rieck defined
the growth rate of the tunnel number of a knot K to be:
grt (K )= limsup
n→∞
g (E (nK ))−ng (E (K ))+n−1
n−1
K is called admissible if g (E (K )) > g (M); note that every knot in the 3-sphere S3 is ad-
missible. In [8] it was shown that for an admissible knot K , grt (K ) < 1, and grt (K ) = 1
otherwise. The concept of growth rate proved to be useful in [10] and [9] where it was
used to construct counterexamples to Morimoto’s Conjecture [14]; however, calculat-
ing the growth rate proved to be very elusive. The only numbers known to be in the
spectrum of the growth rate are:
0: torus knots and 2-bridge knots have growth rate 0 [8].
1: as mentioned above, inadmissible knots have growth rate 1 [8].
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-1/2: Kobayashi and Saito constructed knots with growth rate−1/2 [12].
1/2: The knots constructed by Morimoto Sakuma and Yokota in [15] have growth
rate 1/2 [11].
The goal of this paper is to construct knots whose growth rate can be estimated. We
prove:
Theorem 1.1. For every ǫ> 0 there exists a hyperbolic knot K ⊂ S3 so that
1−ǫ< grt (K )< 1
As an immediate corollary we get:
Corollary 1.2. The spectrum of the growth rate is infinite.
To estimate the growth rate we apply [11] which we now explain; we will only use the
results of [11] when K is a knot in S3 and g (E (K ))= 2. Let b0(K ) be the bridge index of
K and b1(K ) be the torus bridge index of K ; for a detailed discussion see [11].
1 It is easy
to see that b0(K ) > b1(K ) when K is not the unknot. The main result of [11] is that if K
is m-small (for the definitions of m-small see the next section) and g (E (K ))= 2 then
grt (K )=min
{
1−
1
b1(K )
,1−
2
b0(K )
}
We prove Theorem 1.1 by constructing m-small knots and bounding their bridge in-
dices below. For smallness (which impliesm-smallness for knots in S3) we use Baker [2]
and for the lower bound on the bridge indices we apply Baker–Gordon–Luecke [5]. We
prove the following:
Theorem 1.3. For n = 1,2, . . . , there exists a hyperbolic knot K n ⊂ S3 so that the following
three conditions hold:
(1) g (E (K n))= 2.
(2) K n is small (and hence m-small).
(3) limn→∞b1(K
n)=∞.
1In [11] b0(K ) is denoted by b
∗
2 (K ) and b1(K ) is denoted by b
∗
1 (K ) but this notation is not needed in
our restricted setting.
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Wenow showhowTheorem1.1 follows fromTheorem1.3. AsK n arem-smallwemay
apply [11]; since b0(K
n)> b1(K
n) and limn→∞b1(K
n)=∞we get:
lim
n→∞
grt (K
n)= lim
n→∞
(
max
{
1−
1
b1(K n)
,1−
2
b0(K n)
})
= 1
On the other hand, since any knot in S3 is admissible, by [8] grt (K
n) < 1. This shows
that Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 1.3. The remainder of this paper is devoted to
the proof of Theorem 1.3.
The structure of this paper is as follows:
§2 We describe some backgroundmaterial and the notation that we follow.
§3 We construct the knotsK nr,s. The construction depends on three parameters (r ,s,
and n). Since we usually think of r and s as fixed we often suppress r and s
from the notation and denote the knots by K n . In Lemma 3.6 we show that
g (E (K n))≤ 2.
§4 We apply Baker’s [2] and conclude that for fixed r, s and sufficiently large n, K nr,s
is small. See Proposition 4.1.
§5 We apply Baker–Gordon–Luecke [5] and conclude that for fixed r, s, limn→∞b1(K
n)=
∞. See Proposition 5.1.
§6 We prove that for sufficiently large r , s, and n, K nr,s is hyperbolic. See Proposi-
tion 6.2.
The combination of Lemma 3.6, Proposition 4.1, Proposition 5.1, and Proposition 6.2
proves Theorem 1.3.
2. PRELIMINARIES
By manifold we mean compact orientable connected 3-dimensional manifold. By
surfacewemean a compact orientable connected 2-dimensionalmanifold. All surfaces
are assumed to be properly embedded. A surface embedded in a manifold is called
essential if it is incompressible, boundary incompressible, not boundary parallel, and
not a ball bounding sphere. A manifold is called small if it admits no closed essential
surfaces. We use N (·) for an open normal neighborhood, ∂ for boundary, and cl for
closure.
By an (unoriented) knot K in a 3-manifold M we mean a smooth embedding of the
circle into M , considered up to isotopy and reversal of orientation of the circle. The
exterior ofK , denotedE (K ), isM\N (K ). There is a unique isotopy class of simple closed
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curves on ∂N (K ), called themeridian of K , that bounds a disk in the solid torus cl(M \
E (K )); any simple closed curve in that isotopy class is called ameridian. A knot K ⊂M
is called small if E (K ) is small. A knot is calledm-small (which stands formeridionally
small) if E (K ) does not admit an essential surface with non-empty boundary, whose
boundary consist of meridians. By [7, Theorem 2.0.3] we have:
Lemma 2.1. Any small knot in S3 is m-small.
3. THE KNOTS
The construction given in this section is based on Baker’s [2] and we refer the reader
to that paper for a detailed discussion.
Notation 3.1. The following notation is fixed for the remainder of the paper: let 31 de-
note the left handed trefoil. It is well known that its exterior, E (31), is fibered over the
circle with fiber a once punctured torus. Let T be one such fiber (so T is the intersec-
tion of a genus one Seifert surface for 31 with E (31)). Let a and b be the oriented simple
closed curves on T given by Figure 1. Any simple closed curve K on T is determined by
PSfrag replacements abPSfrag replacements
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b
FIGURE 1. The fiber T with curves a and b that give a basis for homology.
The fiber is presented again on the right for comparisonwith the linkL7
in Figure 3.
its class in H1(T ;Z). Since a intersects b transversally exactly once, the classes [a] and
[b] formabasis forH1(T ;Z). Thus the homology class ofK can bewritten asm[a]+n[b],
for some relatively prime integersm,n. The coefficientsm andn are almost unique: the
only other possibility is −m and −n (recall that we are considering unoriented knots).
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Weemphasize thatwe are considering the isotopy class ofK inT ; it is distinctly possible
for non isotopic curves on T to be isotopic in E (31). As is customarywe identify the iso-
topy classes of K (as an unoriented curve) withm/n ∈Q∪ {1/0}. We will use continued
fraction expansion of rational numbers with the following convention:
[b1, . . . ,bn]=
1
b1−
1
b2−···−
1
bn
To simplify our discussionwewill refer to a knotK that corresponds tom/n as “the knot
[b1, . . . ,bn]”, wherem/n = [b1, . . . ,bn].
Fix integers r ≥ 3 and s ≥ 2. Then for each integern, letK n =K nr,s be the knot [r,−s,n].
Most of the discussion in this paper holds for any such r, s,n, except in Section 4 where
we need n ≥ 2 and n 6= r,r −1 in order to prove that K nr,s is small and in Section 6 where
we need to assume that r , s, and n are sufficiently large in order to prove that K nr,s is
hyperbolic.
The knots K n are related by Dehn twists along a curve in T , say K tw = [r,−s], as we
now explain. By expanding the continued fractions for [K tw] and [K 0] one sees that
[K tw] = s[a]+ (r s + 1)[b] and [K 0] = [a]+ r [b]. The geometric intersection number of
these knots is given by the absolute value of the following determinant:
det
(
s r s+1
1 r
)
= sr − (r s+1)=−1
Hence [K tw] and [K 0] intersect once. By expanding the continued fraction of [K n] we
see that [K n]= (sn+1)[a]+ (r sn+ r +n)[b]; it follows that [K n]= n[K tw]+ [K 0]. We use
this Dehn twist relationship to give an alternative description of K n that will enable us
to apply [5] to obtain a lower bound on the torus bridge indices of K n .
First let us recall the realization of Dehn twists along a curve in a surface by Dehn
surgery; see Definition 1.1 of [5]. Given a curve c in an oriented surface F in a 3–
manifoldM , let c−∪ c+ be the link of the negative and positive push-offs of c and R̂ be
the obvious annulus bounded by c−∪c+ such that F ∩ R̂ = c. Then, using their framings
as push-offs, ( 1
k
,− 1
k
)–surgery on c−∪ c+ effects a homeomorphism of M with support
in N (R̂) that restricts to the homeomorphism τc : F → F of k Dehn twists along c. This
homeomorphism ofM is called an annular twist or a twist along an annulus. Now, for
the situation at hand:
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Notation 3.2. Let T− and T+ be two distinct fibers of E (31), disjoint from the fiber T . Pa-
rametrize the component of E (31) cut open along T−∪T+ that contains T as T ×[−1,1],
with T− corresponding to T × {−1}, T+ corresponding to T × {1}, and T corresponding
to T × {0}. Let K denote a copy of K 0 on T , K tw− a copy of K
tw on T−, and K
tw
+ a copy of
K tw on T+. Let R̂ be the annulus that corresponds to K
tw × [−1,1]. Then, because K n
is obtained by Dehn twisting K 0 along K tw, K n is obtained from K 0 by twisting n times
along R̂ . This notation is chosen to be consistent with the notation used in [5].
The annulus R̂ and the slopes it defines on K tw− , K
tw
+ play a key role in [5] and we will
need three facts about them:
Lemma 3.3. The knot K tw = [r,−s] has genus (s2(r 2− r +1)− s)/2.
Proof. This lemma is a special case of the theorem that was proved in Appendix B of [3]
and appeared more recently in [1]; we sketch the proof here and we refer the reader to
these texts for a detailed discussion. We view the left image of Figure 1 as a diskwith two
handles. Sliding the left end of the handle for a to the right around the handle for b and
back changes the crossing of the handles, and we obtain the surface shown in Figure 2
with a new basis for H1(T ) given by [b], [c] where [c] = [a]+ [b]. As shown in the right
part of Figure 2, for any non-negative coprime integers p,q , we get a representation of
the curve whose homology class is p[c]+ q[b] as a positive braid. This braid has p + q
strands and pq +p(p −1)+q(q−1) crossings. Hence C is a fibered knot with a fiber of
euler characteristic p+q−(pq+p2−p+q2−q)= 2(p+q)−(p2+q2+pq) [18, Theorem
2]. ThusC has genus (p2+q2+pq+1)/2− (p+q).
Turning to our case at hand, since [K tw]= s[a]+(r s+1)[b]= s[c]+((r −1)s+1)[b] and
r, s > 1, we have that the genus of K tw is (s2(r 2− r +1)− s)/2. 
Lemma 3.4. The slope defined on K tw− by R̂ is not the 0-slope.
Proof. By construction, K tw− ⊂ T− and the slope defined on K
tw
− by R̂ is the same as the
slope defined on K tw− by T−. Assume this slope on K
tw
− is 0. Let K
′ be a curve on T−
intersecting K tw− once. The Seifert matrix for 31 with respect to Seifert surface T− and
the basis given by K tw− and K
′ is
(
0 j
j±1 k
)
, where k is the slope defined on K ′ by T− and j
is the linking number of K ′ and a push-off of K tw− . This implies the leading coefficient
of the Alexander polynomial of 31 is j ( j ± 1) up to sign. But this can never be ±1, a
contradiction. 
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FIGURE 2. Any curve expressed as a non-negative combination of the
basis curves c and b is a positive braid with the braid axis shown.
Lemma 3.5. The annulus R̂ does not embed in an unknotted torus in S3.
Proof. First, since r ≥ 3 and s ≥ 2, the knot K tw is not an unknot by Lemma 3.3. Hence
K tw− is also not an unknot. Now assume, for a contradiction, that R̂ does embed in the
unknotted torus in S3. Then, since K tw− is not an unknot, performing surgery on K
tw
−
along the slope defined by R̂ would yield a connected sumof two lens spaces, neither of
which is S3. On the other hand,as a framed knot in the fiber of the trefoil,K tw− is a doubly
primitive knot (this was first proved by Berge in an unpublishedmanuscript [6]; see, for
example, the Appendix of [17]). Thus surgery on K tw− with that slope produces a lens
space. This contradicts uniqueness of prime decomposition of 3-manifolds [13]. 
It is well known that every knot on 31 admits a genus 2 Heegaard surface; for com-
pleteness we prove this here:
Lemma 3.6. For any r, s,n as above, g (E (K nr,s))≤ 2.
Proof. Let T ′, T ′−, and T
′
+ be Seifert surfaces for 31 whose intersection with E (31) is T ,
T−, and T+ respectively. Since E (31) fibers over the circle, it is easy to see that T
′
−∪T
′
+
provides a genus 2 Heegaard splitting for S3. Let H be the handlebody containing T ′;
it is natural to identify H with T ′ × [−1,1]. Then K nr,s ⊂ intT
′ cobounds the annulus
A = K nr,s × [−1,0] with ∂H . Since T
′ is a once punctures torus, there exists an arc α⊂ T ′
intersecting K nr,s transversaly once; then D = α× [−1,1] is a compressing disk for ∂H
intersecting K nr,s transversaly once. Using A and D, it is easy to see that H \N (K
n
r,s) is a
compression body. The lemma follows. 
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4. SMALLNESS
Fix r ≥ 3 and s ≥ 2. Our goal in this section is to show that for sufficiently large n,
K nr,s is small. This is a direct application of Baker’s main result in [2] (see also [3]) which
we now explain. Baker analyzes essential closed surfaces in the exterior of the knot
[b1, . . . ,bn] when |b1| ≥ 3 and for i ≥ 2, |bi | ≥ 2. He shows that essential closed surfaces
in the exterior of [b1, . . . ,bn] are in one to one correspondence with pairs of sets I , J ⊂
{1, . . . ,n} fulfilling the following three requirements:
(1) 1 6∈ I ∩ J .
(2) Neither I nor J admits consecutive indices.
(3) If 1 ∈ I , then
∑
i∈J bi −
∑
i∈I bi = 0.
(4) If 1 6∈ I , then
∑
i∈J bi − ((
∑
i∈I bi )+1)= 0.
We will show that K nr,s is small by showing that there are no such sets I , J .
Proposition 4.1. For any n ≥ 2 and n 6= r,r −1, K nr,s is small.
Proof. Recall that K nr,s is [r,−s,n] and that r ≥ 3, s ≥ 2.
By Condition2 above the possibilities for I , J ⊂ {1,2,3} are;, {1}, {2}, {3}, and {1,3}. The
table below describes the sum that appears in the final two equations. The entries of
the table are as follows:
(1) The first row is the set I .
(2) The second row records either−
∑
i∈I bi when 1 ∈ I or−((
∑
i∈I bi )+1) when 1 6∈ I .
(3) The first column is the set J .
(4) The second column records
∑
i∈J bi .
(5) The remaining entries correspond to I , J of the appropriate row and column.
The entry is the sum of the entry in the second row and that in the second col-
umn. Note that these entries are exactly the sum given in Conditions (3) and (4)
above, andmust therefore be zero if a closed essential surface is to exist. The ex-
ception are the four entries that correspond to I , J both being {1} or {1,3}, which
are ruled out by Condition (1); we enteredX there.
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; {1} {2} {3} {1,3}
-1 −r s−1 −n−1 −(r +n)
; 0 -1 −r s−1 −n−1 −(r +n)
{1} +r r −1 X r + s−1 r −n−1 X
{2} −s −(s+1) −(r + s) −1 −(s+n+1) −(r + s+n)
{3} +n n−1 n− r s+n−1 −1 −r
{1,3} r +n r +n−1 X r + s+n−1 r −1 X
Since r ≥ 3, s ≥ 2, and n ≥ 2, the only entries that could be zero are r −n−1 and n−r .
Our assumption shows that these are not zero as well.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
5. BRIDGE INDEX
Fix r ≥ 3 and s ≥ 2. Let K n be the knot K nr,s .
Recall that we use the notationb1(K
n) for the torus bridge index ofK n . In this section
we apply the work of Baker–Gordon–Luecke [5] to prove:
Proposition 5.1. For K n we have:
lim
n→∞
b1(K
n)=∞
Proof. Recall Notation 3.2.
In [5] the property caught is defined for a three component link L1,L2,K (we remark
that the roles played by L1 and L2 in [5] are different to the role played by K ). By
Lemma 2.5 of that paper (numbers refers to version 1 of the arxiv, see bibliography),
if the linking number of L1 and L2 is not zero, then the link L1,L2,K is caught. Applying
this in our situation, it is easy to see that the linking number of K tw− and K
tw
+ is zero if
and only if the slope defined by R̂ on K tw− is the zero slope; by Lemma 3.4 this is not
the case. Hence the link K tw− ,K
tw
+ ,K
0 is caught and we may apply Corollary 1.3 of [5] to
conclude that one of the following holds:
(1) R̂ can be isotoped into an unknotted torus in S3; or
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(2) There is an essential annulus A properly embedded in S3 \N (L1∪L2∪K
0) with
a boundary component in each of ∂N (L1) and ∂N (L2) such that ∂A and ∂R̂ have
the same slope on ∂N (L1) and ∂N (L2) ; or
(3) limn→∞b1(K
n)=∞.
We now show that Conclusions (1) and (2) do not happen: by Lemma 3.5, (1) does not
happen. If (2) happened and A as above existed, then A ∪ R̂ would form a torus im-
mersed in S3, intersecting K 0 transversally exactly once. This is impossible as S3 is a
homology sphere.
Thus Conclusion (3) holds, completing the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
6. HYPEBOLICITY
It remains to show that for sufficiently large r, s and n,K nr,s is hyperbolic. LetC7 be the
minimally twisted seven component link, see the right side of Figure 3. We first prove
that E (K nr,s) may be obtained by Dehn filling E (C7). The generalization of this for knots
in T is the focus of [4]. We overview it here in our specific case.
Proposition 6.1. E (K nr,s) is homeomorphic to the result of filling 6 components of ∂E (C7)
along the slopes r,−s,n,−n−1, s,−r as shown on the right of Figure 3.
Proof. The knot K nr,s = [r,−s,n] may be obtained by surgery on the link
L7 = L−3∪L−2∪L−1∪L0∪L1∪L2∪L3
as depicted on the left side of Figure 3 (compare with the right side of Figure 1); this
is the content of [4, Section 3.1]. In short, the idea is that a continued fraction of odd
length confers an expression of the corresponding knot in T as the image of a under a
sequence of Dehn twists. In our present situation, we have
K nr,s = τ
−r
b ◦τ
s
a ◦τ
−n
b (a)
where τa and τb are positive (right-handed) Dehn twists in T along the curves a and
b respectively. Using the Dehn surgery realization of Dehn twists, we obtain a surgery
description of K nr,s by nesting the pairs of push-offs L−3∪L3 of b, L−2∪L2 of a, L−1∪L1
of b, togetherwith L0 = a. For these surgeries we use the framings induced by the push-
offs.
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Next, [4, Theorem 5.1] shows that E (L7) and E (C7) are homeomorphic by viewing
them as double branched covers of the same tangle. A byproduct of the proof is a de-
scription of how slopes of ∂E (L7) correspond to slopes of ∂E (C7). This correspondence
confers the surgery description on L7 of the knot K
n
r,s to the surgery description on C7
of the knot K ∗ given on the right side of Figure 3. (The meridian and framing by T for
K nr,s correspond to the longitude andmeridian of the knotK
∗ as a component ofC7.) In
particular, E (K ∗) is the filling of E (C7) stated, and it is homeomorphic to E (K
n
r,s). 
PSfrag replacements
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FIGURE 3. Left: a surgery description of K n on the link L7; surgery
slopes are taken with respect to framing by fiber. Right: a surgery dia-
gram on C7 for K
∗, a knot in a lens space with E (K ∗)∼= E (K n).
Proposition 6.2. For r , s, and n sufficiently large, K nr,s is hyperbolic.
Proof. By Neumann and Reid [16, Theorem 5.1], E (C7) is hyperbolic (C7 is denoted
C (7,−4) in [16]). Therefore, using Proposition 6.1, for r , s, and n sufficiently large,
E (K nr,s) is hyperbolic. 
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